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Multiple socket outlets 

 
ATTENTION! Read the instructions carefully and completely. It is part of the product and contains important notes for use. 
Keep this document! This manual is a quick start information. 

 
DANGER! Risk of life by electric shock! Death and bruises can happen 
- Avoid contacting mains voltages! 
- Do not open the housing of the product! 

Risk of burning by overloading! Bruises and material damages can happen 
- Attend to the maximum output currents of the product! 

Risk of injury by short-circuit! Injuries and material damages can happen 
- Never bridge contacts! Never put things into connection ports! 

 
Your product is not a toy and is not meant for children, because it contains small parts and cables which can injure people 
by electric shock, strangulation, or swallowing when used inappropriately! 
Do not use power sockets serial! Risk of overloading! 
Only useable with alternate current (AC)! 
Only use this product in dry interior rooms! Humidity can cause short-circuits. 
The product is maintenance-free. For transports, observe the details listed in the Chapter “Specifications”, and implement 
measures suitable for transport, e.g. user the original packing 
Before use, make sure all components are compatible with each other for avoiding damages. 
Avoid specific exposures, like extreme coldness or heat, extreme aridness or humidity, mechanical vibrations or beats. 
Care for packing materials, because children may cut themselves on them while playing. Furthermore, there is a risk of 
swallowing and inhaling of incidentals and insulating material. 
For questions, defects, mechanical damages, malfunctions and other functional problems, which cannot be resolved by this guide, 
contact your dealer for repairing or replacement, as described in Chapter “Warranty and Liability”. 
Attend to the warnings on the product and check product and accessories for being complete and undamaged. 
Do not use any damaged parts or products. 
Do not modify or alter the product and any accessories! 

Description and Function: 
These multiple socket outlets are made for extending and distributing mains voltage to several home appliances. Depending on the model 
it contains an ON/OFF switch and sundry safety components. Only operate devices on the power socket with a max. power up to 3680 W. 
Therefor read the manual of your devices which are used with. 

Connecting and Operating: 
Connect your home appliances to the power socket. (max. 3680 W) 
Connect the power socket to a mains socket. 
Switch on the power switch, if included. 
Disconnect all cable connections after use or switch off the power switch, if included. 

Warranty and Responsibility: 
As the manufacturer has no influence on installation, warranty only applies to the product itself 
The manufacturer is not liable for damages to persons or property caused by improper installation, operation or maintenance. 
Do not alter or modify the product or its accessories. 
Any use other than described in this user`s manual is not permitted and causes loss of warranty, loss of guarantee, and non-liability. 
We reserve our right for misprints and changes of the device, packing, or user`s manual 

Specifications: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Disposal Instructions: 
Product should not be disposed together with domestic waste. Please return your product free of charge at the end of its service life at the 
producer, the sales outlet, or a public collection point, established for this purpose. Details for disposal are regulated in the relevant federal 
state law. Potential recyclable materials are fed into the recycling cycle to obtain new raw materials from them. Following materials are 
collected a local collection points: 
Waste glass, plastic, waste metal, metal sheet, and more. This way contributes significantly to the protection of our environment. 

CE Declaration 
This device corresponds to EU directives 2011/65/EU and 2015/863/EU. With the CE sign the M-CAB, a registered trademark 
M-CAB GmbH ensures, that the product is conformed to the basic standards and directives. These standards can be requested online on 
www.m-cab.de | All trademarks and registered brands are the property of their respective owners. 

 
 

WEEE-NR.: DE90770174 
M-CAB GmbH 
Vienenburger Str. 5 
D-38690 Goslar 
Germany 
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Revision Date : 2024-01-20
Vers. 1.2 | Made in China

Cable length app. 2.0 m 

Input voltage max. 250 V AC 

Current max. 16 A  /  IP20,  Protectclass I  ( Class I )  

max. permitted power 3.680 W (sum of all connected devices) 

Conductor diameter 1.5 mm² 


